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YEAR IN REVIEW: EM Solutions
COVID is lingering for far longer than most believed
it would — the unexpected fact is that, during this
ongoing ‘invasion,’ many businesses have performed
more strongly than ever experienced before, certainly
exceeding the prospects anyone had dared to project at
the start of 2021.
Just as in the previous year, and still domiciled by international travel
restrictions, the EM Solutions team had to fall back on the relationship credit
they had built previously with customers over many years. Unable to meet in
person, EM Solutions’ customers throughout the world continued to trust us to
build and deliver quality satellite terminals and subsystems to exacting military
specifications. Trusted relationships and proven commitment have been the
keystones that have enabled EM Solutions to survive as well as grow during the
past year. We closed 2021 with record sales and a record 18-month order book.
EM Solutions’ Cobra maritime terminals (Figure 1) continued to underpin
the company’s growing business. Covering three frequency bands (military
Ka-, commercial Ka-, and X-bands), and with superior tracking and pointing
capabilities, these terminals are now in use with six of the world’s greatest navies.

Figure 2. The Antenna Diversity System, a multi-port RF switch that improves link
availability and capacity by switching modems between one or two terminals with the best
view of the satellite.

The company is also nearing completion of its new 2 meter Fleet maritime
terminal — already pre-ordered by three navies. This new terminal is unique — a
full, mil-spec satellite terminal that simultaneously covers both X- and the entire
(commercial and military) Ka-band spectrum, and will track LEO, MEO and GEO
systems. With features such as optical fiber interconnect between decks and
complete built-in redundancy as an option, the Fleet terminal will be an exciting
new addition to the communications portfolio of many naval customers.
On the flat panel antenna front, the company has developed and tested a
portable low data rate X-band terminal for use by the Australian Army. With a
built-in spread spectrum modem using the latest Software-Defined Radio (SDR)
technology, and measuring just 20 cm along each edge, the antenna offers
convenient, tactical, on-the-pause communications to the deployed soldier.
EM Solutions is also renowned for its technical expertise and the seamless,
vertical integration of its own receivers (LNBs) and transmitters (BUCs) into
numerous terminals, including its own. In 2021, the company delivered a
several hundred-piece order of its new, broadband, Ka-band transceiver for the
L3Harris Panther II manpack terminal. The transceiver’s frequency coverage
and ability to meet demanding WGS specifications made EM Solutions a
natural choice for this customer.
Two of EM Solutions’ biggest advantages have been the firm’s flexibility and
innovation, and these have not waned. Innovation occurs by building on the
shoulders of giants that have gone before. The real giants in the innovation
puzzle are those customers who embrace innovation and are prepared to
fund its development. Such customers push the technology envelope and
drive innovation by demanding specialized requirements, new features, and
performance improvements.
As 2021 draws to a close, EM Solutions salutes its customers who are the
real heroes.
www.emsolutions.com.au

Figure 1.
EM Solutions
maritime Cobra
terminals awaiting
final factory
acceptance testing.

These terminals are WGS and Inmarsat GX certified and have been delivered
for installation on the Royal Australian Navy’s newest Offshore Patrol Vessels,
having already proven themselves on the Royal Australian Navy’s Cape, Supply
and Anzac Class vessels, as well as the LHD HMAS Canberra. During the year,
we managed remote installation of Cobra terminals on frigates belonging to
three of the largest European navies.
The company also achieved both WGS and Inmarsat GX certification for our
new Antenna Diversity System (ADS) (Figure 2). The ADS enables singlelook or dual-look operation to satellites from a pair of antennas, by switching
between them when the ship or vehicle orientation blocks visibility from one
of the pair. The ADS is a highly sophisticated system that brings resilience in
satellite communications to a new level.
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Rowan Gilmore, CEO of EM Solutions, based in Brisbane, Australia,
pictured with one of the company’s terminals.
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